


Judith Nunn

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith While some of you may have met Linda and I before, we wanted to start by introducing us so that you know a little bit about us before we begin.Linda and I work very closely together and have done since she recruited me into SSVP at the end of 2013.  I am a mum of three girls age 18,20 and 22. My husband Richard is not quite yet a member of SSVP and we live in Oakville although originally from England..  I am now very involved with my church Mary Mother of God, aside from the ministry of SSVP, and have deepened my faith life since joining the Society. I try to attend mass each day, My hero is Blessed Frederic Ozanam and apart from SSVP  I love cream teas, traveling and exercise.



Linda Alexander

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 3 -  Linda intro Linda My name is Linda Alexander and I must say that my best recruit into SSVP was Judith!  She made me say that!   Since joining SSVP in 2010 I have been actively focused on challenging myself and those I work with in the Ministry to keep stretching past the food voucher for the families we serve.  I am a single mom with two amazing daughters who are in university and both making their way in the world.  I was packaged out of my high pressure job at Goodyear in 2009 and at that point was shoved from behind by the Holy Spirit to pay attention to the needs of those living in poverty in Oakville.  The SSVP conference at Mary Mother of God provided me with a good platform to build, motivate and rejuvenate the work of the ministry using the skills and gifts that I used to use at work.  I am a retired dance mom and love to garden.  Mother Teresa is my inspiration.  The Seeds of Hope project is my focus and drive as I see such great potential for the children of those we serve and the effect it can have on SSVP as a whole as it seeks to stay vibrant. I coordinate this national project which is my passion.  More on this later.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith: Before we go on, I think it is a good time to focus on you a bit so we can get an idea of who is in the room and why you are here.Lets take a moment to hear from you Perhaps you can introduce yourself and tell us what you hope to learn from this presentation.NOTE: Judith/Linda to use post it note to gather names and goals.



Working together with other Vincentians is rewarding and 
achieves results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 5 -  Working together   Linda  Working together with other Vincentians is rewarding and achieves results.  In the past four years with a focus on working together we have seen an increase in conference membership and we have just launched a second new conference in Halton.  Attendance at the Particular Council meetings has steadily been increasing. Any of you who have been to Vincentian gatherings before will know that when two or three Vincentians are gathered together great inspiring conversations happen and connections are made. It might even be why you keep returning to these AGA’s and your regional meetings.We have all so strongly felt the presence of the Holy Spirit as we connect with people with similar interests and passions and stories.However if we cannot use this special ingredient for the good of the families we are here to serve then we have missed an opportunity to maximize our time and our passion and we may have even lost focus of our Vincentian charism which is what this is all about in the first place.If we can use this opportunity and every opportunity when we are together with other like minded members of SSVP to create ways to serve the families better we will rejuvenate our conferences and the Ministry.  



You care about those in need but seek renewed energy in your 
conferences for social justice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 6 -  EnergyLinda You care about those in need but you seek renewed energy in your conference for a social justice focusYou have put time and effort into SSVP and you are here today because you know there is more to be done.We can see from the chart that there are many of you wanting to enhance how we can better help the families.  You probably keep coming back to the mission and values and to “help in all possible ways ‘ and wonder whether there is more to SSVP than transactional charity.  SSVP are experts in charity and this is to be celebrated.  However it is not the end of the road.  It is a place from which to launch into social justice activities.Charity is a great means to engage young Vincentians to get them started in service but it is the adult full members who have the privilege to step into people’s lives and try to help walk alongside the families towards a healthier, more sustainable place.  Through time, passion and commitment we build mutual trust with the families and can refer,  guide and connect them into programs, opportunities and services.  



You already know what social justice is.  Are we ready now to take 
action to transform lives? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 7 -  Charity/JusticeLinda You already know what social justice is.   Are we ready now to take action to transform lives.We face a challenge here at SSVP which is up to us to address.  We see a declining membership where recruitment efforts in many councils and conferences have largely been forgotten.We sometimes see a malaise in our approach to the families which has made us tired and indifferent.We unfortunately sometimes have to deal with agendas and politics which have centered us away from our mission and values and the families, inwardly towards us and our own goals and bucket lists.If we care about what happens next then we have to take action.BFO quote “we must not grow tired” so resonates.  If it is helpful for young people to meet friends and brothers, it is essential for the Society to recruit its members among the Youth. Fourteen years ago, the Society was born: it must not get old as its founders grow old and charity becomes a routine practice. Youth is useful for their audacity, even for their imprudences, for the new ideas they bring, for the works which we had not thought of.



You want to make a difference, empower the family and help in an 
impactful way.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 8 – Make a difference  Linda:  You want to make a difference, encourage and empower the families and help in an impactful way.  On his first visit to a family in PARIS Blessed Frederic Ozanam addressed firstly the immediate needs of a young mother and then with careful listening, conversation and strategizing he used his knowledge, contacts, training, experience and qualifications to place the woman on better footing for her future and the future of her children.  How exciting and fulfilling this must have been helping to transform this woman’s life like this.Maybe you are the social justice rep in your conference.  You know this type of work that BFO envisioned will lead to   Vibrancy, Excitement, Passion, Inspiring meetings, Meaningful relationships and fruitful interactions with the families and with fellow membersTask orientated serviceIt really is Faith fueled by action and turning concern into actionThis is what BFO started and somehow we need to work together to re-align and find our way back to our charism.  



By adopting this three step approach you can engage 
collaboratively in social justice activities

123

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 9 -  1 2 3  Linda By adopting this 3 step plan, you can engage collaboratively in social justice activities. Judith and I are here to talk about putting in place an action plan that can help to start to transform the lives of those we visit and help to transform the ministry. We are going to talk to you about a three step approach which we share because we have seen it working in our council and conferences and we know that rejuvenation can occur by addressing each of them.1 Relational ministry2 Open environment of sharing and collaboration3 Active and Structured engagement in social justice projects 



Take a look at the culture and be ready to embrace change to 
a culture of ‘relational ministry’

1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 10 -  1  LindaTake a look at the culture in your own conference and be ready to embrace a culture of relational ministryThe more time we can spend with the families the more we can walk alongside them to a more sustainable way of life. Building a relationship with our neighbours in need will increase the level of mutual trust that develops over time It’s not a ‘them’ versus ‘us’ mentality,  ‘those‘ clients ( the word client must be stripped from our collective vocabulary as language does matter),  an inequality of worth, ‘ us’ here in a superior position,  ‘them’ there is a lower positionWe have much work to do here in changing our culture of how we interact with the families. We are on equal footing, we are the same, only the families’ circumstances are far more difficult than ours.  In fact Blessed Frederic would say the families and their children are our masters.  What does this mean to us as Vincentians?It certainly must mean that we have the privilege to be invited into the families’ lives and as such we owe it to the families and their children and to our baptismal duty to make our interactions as meaningful as possible. 



Be open to sharing ideas, successes and challenges across the 
conferences

2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 11 -  2 Linda,  Be open to sharing ideas, successes and challenges across the conferences in your council An environment of sharing and open dialogue will change the way the ministry is able to help families.  It can be transformational



3

Use impactful established Social Justice projects to guide 
teams to transform lives.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 12 -  3  Linda, We have successfully used impactful established Social Justice projects to guide teams to transform lives.Combining  approach 1 and approach 2 will place you and your conferences in the position to be able to tackle social justice in an active way with a team approach for the benefit of the families and to help launch conference rejuvenation.  



Relational Ministry means we plan to make time to interact 
with the families to get to know them better.

1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith, Slide 13Relational ministry means we plan to make time to interact with the families to get to know them better. There are 1000 faces and 1000 stories.  The fact of the matter is that if we hardly see the families then we won’t be able to help them except for in a charitable way responding to their immediate need for food assistance.  This presentation is not about how to hand over items in a better way.  We are building a relationship.If we want to make a difference in the families lives we need to recognize their dignity as a human being, listen their story and respond to it.I want you to think about how well do you know the families you serve?  



Families are worth it, lets bring them hope

“There are two causes of exclusion. Financial poverty and information poverty.” 
Nicholas Barr

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith 14Families are worth it, lets bring them hope.How do we view the families we serve.  Do we know them? Do we know their story.  Do we take time to see Jesus in them?We have the time and the bandwidth to be able to become informed navigators so that we can walk alongside the families to a healthier and more sustainable condition.  What do I mean by informed navigators? It means that I am interested to find out what I need to know to be able to pass on this knowledge in a way that will ensure the family benefits even if it means I have to walk beside them or telephone with them.  It means I help navigate from the start to the finish.There are so many barriers for the families to access the resources and opportunities that are out there and sometimes we struggle to navigate them ourselves.  With a bit of time and interest we can learn more about what is out there through our own investigation and through learning from other Vincentians. The quote from Nicholas Barr sticks in my head and reminds me that sometimes it is just too overwhelming for the families to find out, let alone access, the resources that will help them.There are 2 causes of exclusion.  Financial poverty and information poverty’  Nicholas Barr. 



By becoming aware of local 
resources we can develop our 
roles as informed navigators.

Legal
Housing
Employment
Education
Food
Activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JudithBy becoming aware of local resources we can develop our roles as informed navigators. Since there is so much out there and our families are struggling to benefit from the resources, it is important that we start to view our roles as Informed navigators. This makes our jobs a little more challenging but much more rewarding.When a new member joins SSVP we include basic local resources with our orientation so that the members are equipped to know and be aware of what is available for the families.When we first welcome a family to SSVP who have asked for help we leave them with some basic information so that they can access resources and ask us for more help next time we see them.As informed navigators we are not only using our bandwidth to be informed for the families, we are using our God given gifts and talents to pass on to the families, so that they can move to a better and more sustainable condition.Our goal is to embed this type of knowledge and conversation into all our home visits and family interactions at the fresh food box distribution day for example.



Build relationships through interaction and conversation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith,  16We have to continue to resist the ATM style food drop off.Some outreach groups do this but this is not what we do at St Vincent de Paul.Frederic did not envision a network of food drop offs.  If he did then the home visit would be meaningless.We are different because we do home visits.  We step into peoples lives in home visits and this builds trust, helps us to learn more about the family situation and allows us to connect the family, work on their goals when they are ready.  This is aside from the initial and immediate assistance we provide with food.



Our mission and values remind us that we have personal 
contact with those in need.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith, 17Our mission and values remind us that we have personal contact with the poor.Our interactions are key.We see Jesus in the eyes of the poor.  So… lets stay a while! Since It is Jesus in front of us!  Lets get to know our familiesLets listen and Lets problem solve with them.



Using our God Given talent and gifts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith, 18We have been called into service to use our God given gift and talents.By embedding the knowledge and the awareness into the home visits and other interactions , we can lean in and help, as our mission and values state, in all possible ways.  Have a think about what your God given gifts and talents are and ask yourselves, if you are using them.



Be open to sharing ideas, successes and challenges across the 
conferences

2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith  19The second approach is to be open to sharing ideas, successes and challenges across the conferences.By embedding an open environment of dialogue and sharing in the meetings at the conference level and at the council level everything will change!We have to be intentional about this in our conferences and councils and it will make a difference.



Particular Council meetings and gatherings are the only way 
conferences can collaborate.  Lets use them as a vehicle for change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith, 20Particular Council meetings and gatherings are the only way conferences can collaborate.In the past four years, with a focus on collaboration we have had increased attendance at our annual gathering of conferences networking day.  This year our attendance increased by 50% with a peak of 90 people attending. All 13 conferences were represented. This includes 12 current conferences and a new launching conference.There is huge potential to work together removing silos.None of you working alone as social justice reps can achieve results with out the support and encouragement of other like minded Vincentians.At each meeting Social Justice activities can be discussed and successes shared. The more actual stories that are shared, the more people are inspired and the more we learn and can help with greater impact.We can share successes, challenges and plans for action steps.By doing this we are moving towards supporting the key strategic national and regional goal of Social Justice reps in each conference.



Dialogue takes place in the meetings and learning enhances 
engagement through sharing successes as well as challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith 21Dialogue takes place in the meetings and learning enhances engagement.Cross conference teams are the mechanism were are using to allow like minded interests and projects to happen.Leaders emerge who have an interest in collaborating and working together.Like minded people can be supported in moving forward with topics that might not otherwise be possibleThis provides opportunities for action that might not otherwise take place.It also enables conferences and experts to Coach and mentor other conferences



Like minded people connect and cross-conference collaboration can 
launch a new Social Justice Team

“The way to get started is to quit talking and start doing,” Walt Disney

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  Judith, 22Like minded people connect and cross conference collaboration can launch a new Social Justice team.Once we saw the success and fruits of Vincentians working across the conferences we realized that this was the only way to move forward with the social justice work to ensure that it became active.In Halton we have a social justice team which includes almost all of the conferences and their social justice reps.  We always invite others to come and taste and see or even to rotate attendance.What has developed is an inspiring informative, inclusive approach inviting people to get involved. If you have an interest in Social Justice,  come to one meeting.Presidents and Members of HPC leadership team are copied in on the minute, so even if they don’t attend, they are informedThe meetings are active,  passionate and vibrant and we talk about families lives changing.In the words of Walt Disney:The way to get started is to quit talking and start doing.  



Structured Regular Meetings create vibrant task oriented 
Social Justice action to transform lives

Active 
SJ Team

Regular 
Meetings

Agenda

Contribution

Inclusion Structured 
discussion

Challenges 
addressed

Success 
celebrated

Follow up 
action steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith, 23Structured Regular meetings create vibrant task oriented Social Justice action to transform lives. They are about forward motion.We are prayerful, positive, people of possibilites (PPPOP) and everyone is invited to contribute what they have learned since the last meeting and how it has impacted one of the lives of those in need.If there is a barrier,  we will go over it, under it,  around itTogether we are strongerWe have a goal to have each of the conferences, represented and activeCurrently 10 out of 12 conferences are represented . We are hopeful that the newly launching conference will get involved too.Active conferences are attractive conferences.So the reps can take the work and focus back to their conferences.We discuss all the active projects and include new resources too. We also look wider to the work from other Ontario Region Committees -  Systemic Change,  Advocacy,  Prison ministryPeople don’t want to leave the meetings, the discussions are so animated!



Every one has problems and issues they are trying to 
struggle through and our SSVP families are no exception.  

We can lend a helping hand.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith, 24Everyone has problems and issues they are trying to struggle through and our SSVP families are no exception.We are always going to come across barriers to moving forward and staying vibrant as many people do not like changing what they have always done.  We are about finding solutions to problems. Before I move to the third approach lets take a pause and see how this is resonating with you in the audience.Please let me know if this is resonating with you? Can I have a show of hands as to who is a social justice rep at your conference?  



Use impactful established Social Justice projects to guide 
teams to transform lives

3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 25 -  Social Justice projects Linda  We have successfully used impactful and established social justice projects to coach and guide teams to transform lives.



We have focused on three impactful themes in Canada Learning 
Bond, Dental and Recreation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 26 -   3 themes Linda Three social justice projects that are most impactful are the Canada Learning Bond, Dental Assistance and Recreation.In Halton we have just recently helped the 200th child to open an RESP for their education savings, (drawing in over $400,000 in available federal funds and creating much needed hope for a brighter educational future)  In the past two years have helped over 50 people with unmet dental needs and have goals to connect all of the children we serve to recreation programs that exist locally.None of these activities we would not do for our own children and families.  



We have found active projects to be a means to help the 
families better and to attract new volunteers who wish to 

use their skills to make a difference.

Need Pilot Expansion Toolkit Coaching

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 27 -  Active projectsLinda We have found active projects to be a means to helps families better and to attract new volunteers who wish to use their skills to make a difference. We have incubated a number of social justice projects at our conference at MMOGThe projects have followed a trajectory of spreading throughout Halton,  to Ontario region and then to NationalWe have invested time in creating toolkits so we can capture our lessons learned over the last 8 years and so the toolkits can be used for training purposes.A lot of the heavy lifting has been done.   The foundation is in place.There is coaching and support available.There is a path that has been created that you can step into.The social justice projects are serving as effective vehicles for new members.And the projects are serving for effective engagement and retention vehicles.Active conferences are attractive conferences.



The Canada Learning Bond is free money for every child across the 
conferences but we need to help the families get access to this 

money.

• Net family income of $45,916 
or less

• Income eligibility increases 
with number of children 

• Children born January 2004 or 
later

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 28  CLB  Free money  The Canada Learning Bond is the first project we started with way back in 2012.   We read about the opportunity in a Toronto Star article and from that moment on knew we needed to do our best to help every children get this hope for a brighter educational future.It is $2000 of free funds from the federal government into an opened Registered Education Savings Program (RESP)The statistics are if there are any funds available for post-secondary education the odds that a child will go on can increase by up to 50 percent.This is such a powerful and hopeful statistic and what keeps me inspired to help as many children as possible get this hope to which they are entitled.It creates an educational identity early on that keeps growing.It is available for every single child we serve that is 15 years old or younger.Take up rates are very low, especially for low income families, and we can be the link from awareness to access for this hope.  And it is very empowering for the moms, as they are the ones who create this opportunity for their children.All it takes is for an informed and encouraging dialogue to lead to access.  



No contribution required 

Retroactive

Can only be used for education after high 
school

$0

Min. $500

Max. $2000

Why would we not help the children we serve access to the 
free money for their educational futures? How can we 

ensure they get connected?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 29 CLB   Why not help Linda Why would we not help the children we serve access to the free money for their educational futures? How can we ensure they get connected?�To briefly recap,  the CLB is up to $2000,  no contribution is needed from the family,   the  funds can be received retroactively.They can used for Full or part time studies in apprenticeship, College,  Trade or universityI always use this language as some automatically think – university – oh that is not for my child,  so want to make sure they understand the range of studies it covers and that their child can participateA key talking point is that these are the children’s funds, they are named as the beneficiary,  so if they receive any other government benefits, these benefits are not impacted at all.   



Free Money!

• Awareness to access
• Walk alongside
• Start with one 

family
• Hope for the future

Canada 
Learning 
Bond

Canada 
Education 
Savings Grant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 30  CLB   Free money Not only is there free money from the government but if the family can manage to add funds, the government will match it by up to 40%In Halton we have imbedded the CLB dialogue into our home visit model,  into our Halton fresh food box.  The key is to find 2 members who are passionate about education to lead this.   A retired teacher is ideal or anyone who has a passion for education.  At our monthly food box, we have a Trifold display,   resources on hand,  CLB champions standing at the table ready to engage in conversationWe note any follow up nudging support that may be needed.On our Step 1 / Step 2 new family welcome process we make the families aware of the opportunity.  The one call teams focus on this during their home visits.   More details on how to start in your conference at end of presentationUnfortunately in the conferences in Halton,  even after 8 years of focus, some will just not engageWe find if the President and conference leadership team will not promote and support the project it will fail and the children will miss out on this very hopeful opportunity.What a shame and lost opportunity.   We can work to fix this.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 31  CLB   Volunteer toolkit Linda Here is a screen shot of the volunteer toolkit.  When you open this on the SSVP Ontario Website you can view all the ten thumbnails which when clicked, open a second layer of useful material you can use to assist the families.  It is now available in French and on the national wedsite.I really urge you to take a look and click each of the thumbnails and see all the tools available in this toolkit.  It is all there ready for you to use.  I also have some volunteer binders prepared and also have handouts.  We can support, guide and coach you through how best to help the families get access.  



Lets all agree that we can have one of these certificates in 
each of the children's rooms.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 32 CLB   Serving in Hope On the left of the slide you will see a picture of the framed congratulatory certificate we provide to children and we also provide a contribution cheque of $50 into an opened RESP.The government then matches this by up to 40% so our contribution grows to $70On the right of the slide you will see Cori who visited our annual gathering of conferences in April. It was very insightful to hear from a neighbour in need and learn from her the ‘other’ side of the story.     Here is part of what Cori shared with us that day,During this meeting our Holy Rosary conference presented Cori and her son with a cheque for his RESP and a certificate for his bedroom wall.   The certificate has the child’s name on it and the message.  We believe in you.My dream is that this certificate can be hanging on every child’s bedroom wall,  bringing them hope.This is what it is all about, one child at a time. One family at a time. 






Dental suffering is hidden but prevalent among all those in poverty 
and we can help alleviate this by connecting them to dental care.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith Slide 34 Dental suffering is hidden but prevalent among all those in poverty and we can help alleviate this by connecting the families to dental care.One of the moms we serve came to our Christmas drive to pick up her Christmas offering and when she was sitting enjoying a visit and some snacks she mentioned that she had bad tooth ache.  One of the members of SSVP sitting close by asked her about this and she pulled back her mouth with her finger to reveal a cracked tooth and a large hole.  This mom, lets call her Wendy, was working the night shift at Tim Hortons and has four children including a teenage son who has special needs. We were able to connect her to a dentist in our parish, who wanted to give back.  He took Wendy on last year, and, after five or six appointments throughout the year, he fixed all  her major dental concerns… pro bono.In fact it was a Christmas wish list in 2012 that alerted us to the needs out there. One mom said, - “all I want for Christmas is my teeth to be cleaned”. We witness dental suffering on a daily basisDespite the reality of every member dealing with their and their own family’s dental care and dental concerns, efforts to assist  our SSVP familes in the same way has been surprisingly low, but we are trying to change this.



There are three aspects to helping the families alleviate 
dental suffering

Healthy 
Smiles 

Ontario

Teeth 
Cleaning

Urgent 
Dental 
Needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith  Slide 35We have a goal that every conference will be paying attention to dental suffering.We as SSVP are in an ideal place to take action because we see the families regularly.We have a 3 pillar approach and you can start with one of these pillars, you do not have to start with three! – Healthy Smiles Ontario,  Adult Teeth Cleaning,  Adult Urgent careHealthy Smiles is an Ontario program but there are similar programs in other regions.  Start with connecting the children.  If we can help the moms become aware of the free dental care, we might be able to ensure that the children get seen regularly by dentists to avoid later major dental pain and suffering due to neglected teeth. We have a goal to imbed the dental conversation into our home visits so that we can connect the families to the dental care they need for themselves and their children.We now have a list of questions for home visitors to ask when they feel the time is right -  are your children connected to HSO?,  are they connected to a a dentist?,  are they visiting a dentist regularly ?



Its easy to embed this type of learning into your home visits 
and all your interactions with the families.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Judith Slide 36We have prepared everything that could be helpful for you. Whether you are on a home visit or whether your families are coming in to the church for a fresh food box.  These conversations can bring to light the issues.One gentleman had been suffering for four years needing dentures.  Awareness led SSVP to connect him to receive dentures and for the first time in four years he was confident enough to smile again.One 6 year old has never been to the dentist.  She suffers from severe anxiety and her mom is worried about how to get her there. With a bit of research we have been able to find a dentist that specializes in these tricky situations where children are too overwhelmed to get into a dentist chair.The other day a text came in from a mom who had just had her teeth cleaned with SSVP help and  she was so happy that her message included numerous emoji’s expressing her excitement and gratitude.  It was almost like she had won the lottery.One senior we know has been feeling sick for years.  It took some encouragement and nudging for us to help walk alongside her to ensure that she received the treatment she needed to connect her to a professional who has identified the problem with an damaged crown that has been infecting her mouth and gums on one side of her face, for more than a year.  This dental work, she has been told will clear up the infection and make her feel better than she had felt for ages.  This is social justice in action.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Judith Slide 37Some of you might be thinking that we should not be talking to the families about their dental suffering. The dental professionals we have spoken to disagree.There has been so much interest in this social justice project by outside organizations that we were invited to speak at the local dental association and they chose SSVP Halton as their charity of choice for 2019.It started with a donation of $10,000 and since then we have received more donations to support the dental assistance that we are looking to expand in Halton.The dentists think this work is amazing. We know the families and realise that everyone in poverty has neglected their dental care at some point.SSVP is very well placed to alleviate suffering and in fact we pray this every time we pray the opening prayer at meetings.  So, we can easily be active in social justice in the dental field.  Just start with one family!!!



Children need activities that will empower them, help them grow as 
individuals and give them hope for their own futures 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Linda We are on a mission to get every child we serve into recreational programs. Children need to get connected into activities that will empower them, help them get connected into mentors,  help them grow and give them hope for the future.   One of the families we walk alongside is a mom with four children under 13.  The youngest, let’s call him Daniel, loved the Karate kid movie and watched it all the time and wanted to join Taekwondo.  With a bit of time and effort, SSVP members walked the mom through the application process for Jumpstart (this is the Canadian Tire fund available to children nationally)  approached the local studio for a discount and helped connect Daniel and his older brother Ricky to Taekwondo.  They go five times a week and it’s a home away from home.   We can help to find each child’s spark and help to connect them into recreational programs.  



There are programs and financial assistance for all children 
to be involved in activities and sports.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 39 RecLinda There are programs and financial support programs available for each child we serve to be involved in enriching sports and activities. To monetize the opportunities in Halton just as an example,   children are able to access Canadian Tire Jumpstart (up to $600 per year),   Regional funds (up to $800 per year), and Municipal funds (up to $300 per year).    That totals up to $1700 of opportunities each and every year for every child we serve.  Some regions and municipalities offer even more generous incentives to encourage the children to participate in the community.   Get informed about what is available in your own communities and help to connect the children. 



There are simple recreation resources that we can leverage 
for our home visits and any interactions we have with the 

families.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 40 RecLinda  There are simple to share recreation resources that we can leverage on our home visits and in our interactions with the families. We have created a Recreational toolkit that can be tailored to your community.  Here is a picture of the recreational toolkit with all of the brochures that our home visitors take out on home visits and that we have available at our fresh food box.  



You already know what social justice is.  Are we ready now to take 
action to transform lives? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith Slide 41So, to summarise, By addressing the three key approaches to change that have proved to be successful we can make strides to make Social justice active and meaningful for the families as well as for ourselves, our conferences and councils.  The three approaches are: 1: seeing ourselves as informed navigators and building trust through relational ministry.2. Opening up the opportunities for collaboration between conferences and at the council level.3. And embracing the Social justice projects in a structured way using a social justice team.In reality this is good for the future of SSVP..



You want to make a difference, empower the family and help in an 
impactful way.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith: At the start if this presentation we addressed the fact that we are all here because we want to make a difference.  We can be guided by our founder with everything we do.We are here because we are are drawn to, Vibrancy, Exciting meetings, Fruitful interactions with those in need, Task orientated service and Faith fueled by action.This is what BFO started and some how we need to re-align and find our way back.  Lets close the workshop with a quick check of where we started to see if you feel ready to take action. Lets look at our list from the start of the presentation and see where we are. (Judith look at chart with names and objectives)



All the heavy lifting has been done 
and now it is up to all of us to work 
on Social Justice to transform lives

http://www.ssvphaltonpc.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judith: In conclusion we would like to invite you to step forward into action. Come to speak to us.  We want to connect with you too.  We want your commitment to collaborate locally and with us.Linda and I are taking names to stay connected and move forward in Social Justice teams with a mission to transform lives.Please come to us at the end of this presentation and lets start to help one family at a timeWe look forward to meeting you all.
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